
NEW
STAS v-tense & h-tense 
accessories & possibilities

STAS frame clamp (4,5 mm)
The STAS frame clamp (4.5 mm) can be screwed onto a tensioned wire. When 2 
tensioned wires are mounted next to each other with both a STAS frame clamp, 
a frame or other material (minimal 1 mm and maximal 4.5 mm thick) can be 
clamped between them.

STAS frame connector (4,5 mm)
The STAS frame connector (4.5 mm) can be screwed onto a tensioned wire. 
The double opening allows several frames or other material (minimal 1 mm and 
maximal 4.5 mm thick) to be placed next to each other.

STAS tense-frame
The A4 size frame comes with 4 STAS frame clamps (4.5 mm). When 2 
tensioned wires are mounted next to each other, the STAS tense frame can 
be placed between these wires. The frame can be opened at the top so 
that material can be placed inside. Think, for example, of applications for 
advertisements or the presentation of houses in real estate. The frame can be 
closed magnetically.

STAS frame clamp  (8,5 mm)
The STAS frame clamp (8.5 mm) can be screwed onto a tensioned wire. When 2 
tensioned wires are mounted next to each other with both a STAS frame clamp, 
a frame or other material (minimal 4 mm and maximal 8.5 mm thick) can be 
clamped between them. 

 
STAS frame connector (8,5 mm)
The STAS frame connector can be screwed onto a tensioned wire. The double 
opening allows several frames (minimal 4 mm and maximal 8.5 mm thick) to be 
placed next to each other.  

STAS shelf clamp (8,5 mm) 
The STAS shelf clamp can be screwed on the STAS steel cable with glider. When 
4 sets of STAS steel cables with glider are mounted with 4 STAS shelf clamps, 
a STAS shelf can be placed in between to create shelves.

STAS shelf connector (8,5 mm) 
The STAS shelf connector can be screwed onto the STAS steel cable with glider. 
Thanks to the double opening, several STAS shelves can be placed next to each 
other in order to create shelves.

STAS shelf
The STAS shelf is a plexiglass shelf of 20 x 30 cm. With the help of 4 STAS 
shelf clamps, this shelf can be attached to 4 sets of STAS steel cable with 
glider in order to create shelves. (other dimensions available upon request)

STAS accessories

STAS frame clamp
(4,5 mm)
TCS30001

STAS frame connector
(4,5 mm)
TCS30002

STAS tense-frame
TCS30010

STAS frame clamp
(8,5 mm) 
TCS30003

STAS shelf clamp  
(8,5 mm)
TCS30005

STAS frame connector 
(8,5 mm) 
TCS30004

STAS shelf 
connector (8,5 mm)
TCS30006

STAS shelf 20 x 30 cm
TCS30025



STAS frame clamp
(4,5 mm)

STAS frame 
connector (4,5 mm)

STAS shelf clamp
(8,5 mm)

STAS shelf connector
(8,5 mm)

STAS security hook
HA30600

STAS signage clip
TCS30007

STAS tense led-frame
TCS30015

STAS security hook
The STAS security hook is a hook that can be used with the STAS v-tense. The 
STAS security hook can be placed before as well as after mounting the tensioned 
wire by means of a rotary wheel behind the hook.

STAS signage clip
The STAS signage clip can be screwed onto a STAS steel cable with glider and 
then placed in the STAS qubic. Signs with a minimum thickness of 2 mm and a 
maximum of 7 mm can be clamped in the STAS signage clip. 
* Can also be used with STAS steel cable with loop and STAS drop ceiling hook.

STAS metal clips 
These metal clips are suitable for hanging various materials on the STAS h-tense. 
Think of hanging alphabet letter tiles, posters, drawings, decorations, all kinds of 
papers and light objects.

STAS tense LED frame
The A4 size LED frame comes with 4 attached clamps. When 2 tensioned wires are mounted next 
to each other, the STAS tense LED frame can be placed between the wires. Material can be placed 
in the frame by removing and replacing a transparent magnetic plate.

STAS metal clips
MC10100

STAS tense 12V power
VT30600

STAS tense 12V power (60W)
The STAS tense 12V power is an adapter that can be used to power 
the STAS tense LED frame with 60W power. A maximum of 12 LED 
frames* can be connected to this adapter.

STAS frame 
clamp (8,5 mm)

STAS signage clip

STAS frame connector
(8,5 mm)

Applications

* max. 12 LED frames connected on 2 tensioned wires. If you want to use more than 12 LED 
frames and / or more than 2 tensioned wires, it is necessary to use multiple adapters.



STAS qubic, STAS 
v-tense, STAS tense 
frame & STAS frame 

clamps 

STAS qubic, STAS v-tense, 
STAS evoluon, STAS 

tense frame & 
STAS frame clamps 

STAS evoluon, STAS v-tense, 
STAS security hook & 

STAS kliq frame

STAS qubic, 
STAS v-tense, STAS 

tense frame & 
STAS frame clamps 

NEW
STAS v-tense & h-tense 
accessories & options

Options STAS v-tense

Options STAS signage clip

STAS signage clip & steelcable 
with loop. 

(to be used with the 
STAS suspended ceiling hook 

with loop)

STAS signage clip, 
steelcable with glider & 

STAS qubic.



STAS cliprail, STAS qubic, 
STAS v-tense 

STAS security hook & 
decorative photo frames

STAS j-rail, STAS v-tense, 
STAS frame clamps & 

presentation board

STAS qubic, STAS 
v-tense

& STAS tense LED 
frame

STAS qubic ceiling 
mounting, STAS shelf 

clamp 
& STAS shelves

Options STAS h-tense

STAS h-tense, STAS qubic, STAS tense frame & STAS frame clamps

STAS h-tense, STAS qubic, STAS metal clips, letter cards
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